Abstract. Wc establish constructive refinements of several well-known theorems in elementary model theory. The additive group of the real numbers may be embedded elementarily into the additive group of pairs of real numbers, constructively as well as classically.
The set of all real numbers will be denoted by R. Intuitionistically, this 'set5 is introduced as a subspecies of the spread of all functions from N to Q x Q. We will not go into details, but the reader may consult [2] or [6 ] or [4].
We define a binary relation < on R, as follows: for all inR : a < p iff 3/i G N[a"(«) < ƒ?'(«)].
As is well-known, this relation < is co-transitive, that is, for all a } ft, y in M: if a < P then either a < y or y < ƒ?. We define a function / from Q to R by: for each q in Q : i(q) = {qf, qn) where, for each n in N, q*{n) -q/f{n) -q . Observe that this function i is a homomorphism from (Q, <) to (R, <) and also, for instance, from (Q, <, 0) to (R, <, i (0)). Observe that for all a, p in R: if a < p then 3q G Q[a < i (q) and i (q) < /?], that is, Q is embedded densely into R.
L emma 2.2. Let f be an automorphism o f the structure (Q, <), that is, an orderpreserving mapping from the set of rationals onto itself
There exists an automorphism f * o f the structure (R, <) such that for every q in Q • ƒ*(*(?)) = that is, f * 0 i = i o ƒ .
P roof. Let ƒ be the given automorphism of the structure (Q, <). We define its extension ƒ* to R as follows: for each real number a = (a', a") : f*{a) := (ƒ o af3 f o a"). One verifies easily that ƒ * has the required properties. H
We define binary relations # and = on R, as follows: for all a, /? in R: a^p iff-.(£ < a), that is Vh G N[a'(n) S P"{n)]
a#p ("a lies apart from /?") iff a < P or /? < a a = p ("a coincides with /?, a is equal to /?") iff -»(a#/?), that is, a ^ p and P Õ bserve that = is the equivalence relation belonging to the structure (R, <) in the sense of Section 1.6.1: for all as p in R: a = p iff for every y in R: y < a iff y < /? and a < y iff p < y.
SOME ELEMENTARY RESULTS IN INTUITIONISTIC MODEL THEORY
Observe also that the relation # is co-transitive.
for all a, P, y in R: if a#/?, then either a # y or y#p.
We formulate an extension of Lemma 2.2. Observe that, given any p in A, there exists at least one r in B that is similar to p> and therefore infinitely many, as Vy < raV/c < m[aj < a* iff ßj < ß/{]. Likewise, given any r in B, there exist infinitely many p in A that are similar to r.
We also know, from Lemma 2.5, that both A and B are enumerable subsets of Q. It is possible, therefore, to establish, by a Cantor back-and~forth~argument, a mapping g from A onto B that is order-preserving and such that for every p m A }p is similar to g(p). According to Lemma 2,4 g extends to an automorphism ƒ of the structure (R, < ). It is easy to see that V/ < m[f (a/) = ßj] as Vy < m\/q £ A[i{q) < a/ iff i{g{q))<ßjl h §3. Some elementary substructures of (R, < ). 3 .0. In this section we consider classes of subsets A of R with the property {A ,<) ~< (R ,< ). We call a subset A of R inhabited iff 3a £ R[a £ A \, that is, iff we are able to indicate at least one element of A. Let (ao, ol\ ,... , a," ^ \) be a finite sequence of elements of A , and let ß be an element of R.
We call a subset
As we saw in Section 3.1 we may distinguish two cases: 
Case (2). ß belongs to A. We may define a := ß.
If m = 0, we need the assumption that A is inhabited. We now define a real number a = (a/* a"), step-by-step, first defining a' (0), a"(0), then a'(l), a"(l), and so on. We take care that, for each natural number n:
(ii) Either qn < al (n) or aN(n) < rn. Consider the open interval I -(-1,1) and its subintervals 
.2, gives rise to an elementary substructure of (R, <). We define a binary relation <* on the set Z^; for all a, /? in ZN : a <* /? if and only if 3n[a(n) < p{n) AV/ < n[a(j) ^ $(])]].
One now sees that j is an elementary embedding of the structure (ZN, <*) into the structure (R, < ). Therefore, (ZN,<*) and (R, <) are elementarily equivalent structures.
This Observe that the range of this mapping coincides with D;«eN UgQ»« an<3 thus with a countable intersection of dense and open subsets of (-1,1). Accord ing to Theorem 3.2.1, the range of k gives rise to an elementary substructure of ((-1 , 1 ), < ), and therefore, k is an elementary embedding from (QN, <*) into ((-1,1), <) and also into (IK, <). So (Q, <*) and (E, <) are elementarily equivalent structures and (QN, <*) and (ZN, <*) are elementarily equivalent structures. The latter fact was stated without proof in [8] .
One may verify that the structures (ZN, <*) and (QN, <*) are both strongly homogeneous and that (Z^, <*) is an elementary substructure of (QN, <*).
3 .3 . We will reprove and generalize some results from [7] . We introduce a third kind of elementary substructures of (R, <).
3 Observe that every open subset of R and also every subset of R that is a countable intersection of open subsets of R is a real subset of R.
We will show that every inhabited, real, stable and <-coherent subset of R gives rise to an elementary substructure of (R, <).
We need the following lemma. 
Proof. We will prove (i), leaving (ii) to the reader. Suppose Vj < m[ay < ß]. Determine Sq,S\} ... in A such that V/ < m[ay < 3j < ßl Define yo>y\,... , ym~ \ in A inductively, as follows: Let y0 <50. Observe: ao < yo < ß and a\ < S\ < ß and distinguish two cases: case (1): a i < yo> then take yi := yo and observe: ao < y\ and a\ < y\ or case (2 ): yo < 3\, then take yi := 3\ and observe: ao < y\ and a\ <yit Continue in this way. Choose one of the statements "a 2 < yi53 or "yi < <52iS and prove it. If you chose the first one, let y2 := yu if not, let y2 := S2. And so on.
After m steps we find y := ym~\ such that V/ < m\otj < y < ß] and: y £ A. We now define a real number a = (a', a"), step-by-step, first defimnga'(O), a"(0 ), then a 'Q^a '^l), and so on.
Step 0. We distinguish two cases.
Case ( Step 1. We take this step only if we did not have Case (2) in Step 0, Again, we distinguish two cases.
Case ( First, suppose jo < m and a y 0 < a , Determine a natural number n such that aij0(n) < a (n) . Observe that either af(n) < ßf{n) (and therefore a y 0 < /?), or the construction of a has been completed at stage n or even earlier, as we discovered that Vy < m[dj < ß V ß < a y ]. In the latter case we know that a y Q < a < = z a y y < /?, therefore a y 0 < ß.
Next, suppose y'o < m and ay0 < /?. By the co-transitivity of the relation < we know that Vy < m[ay0 < ay V ay < ß].
Determine a natural number n such that cx!jjji) < ßf{n) and Vy < m[ay0(«) < aj(rt) V ctj[n) < ßf{n)]. Observe that either af(n) > M ind/?^«)} U {a'-(«)|y < w\ßf(n) < ay M }) (and therefore, as for each y < m, if /?'(«) < aj{n), then ay'(tt) < a'-(n), we know that a jQ (n) < a '(n), that is, ay0 < a, or the construction of a has been completed at stage n or even earlier as we discovered Vy < m[otj < ß V ß < ay]. In the latter case we are sure that ay0 < a ^ a y-0 < ß, therefore of concatenation on N*, that is, for all a = (a (0 ), a (1),... , a (m -1)) and b = (¿(0 ),Z?(1),... 3b(n -1)) in N*, a * b denotes the finite sequence   obtained by putting b behind a, that is; a*b = (a(0 ), a(l),.. 
. ... yb(n -1 )).
Given a,b in N*, we say: a Q b ("the finite sequence a is an initial part of the finite sequence b") iff 3c E W[a * c = b\.
Given a in N, n in N, we define a(«) : = (a(0), a(l),... , a{n -1)) , that is the finite sequence of length n that is an initial part of the infinite sequence a . 
Let ƒ be the mapping from N to N that is determined by: Vh E N[f(a)pfl = fn (a {p " ))].
It is easy to see that ƒ fulfils the requirements. H (-1,0) U [0,1), <) . One might say that the latter structure contains a left-decidable point. Using left-and right-decidable points one may show that there exist, in an intuitionistically precise sense, uncountably many dense subsets of R that give rise to mutually elementarily different substructures of (R, <), see [8] , where a similar result is obtained for the structure (Jf3 <*) .
In a forthcoming paper by the second author a stronger result will be established: there exist uncountably many subspreads of Jf that give rise to mutually elementarily different substructures of the structure (Jf, #o) . Observe that #q may be defined in terms of <*, but not conversely. We now define fi(n) and distinguish three cases:
Case ( Pj(pn) ], that is, if P(n) was defined by Case (0) and r < P"{n), then q < P'{n), or, equivalently, either P"{n) < r or q < p'{n). But if fi(n) was defined by Case (1) or Case (2), then fi'{n) = P" (n) , and also: either P"{n) < r or q < P' (n) . Therefore, p is a well-defined real number. Now suppose y < m and a,#a. Determine n in N such that a ,(p M ) ¡56 a(p").
We claim that Pj(p") 0 pin). (y), iff (i) for all a, b € N*, if  a C b, then y(a) Q y{b) and (ii) for each a in JV, m in N there exists n in N such  that length (y(a(n) ) > m. In that case we define, for each a in JV, y'a to be the infinite sequence jS of JV such that for each n in N, y{a{n)) is an initial part of /?. We are able now to formulate the stronger continuity principle: 7.1.0. 
AC)ti

8.1.
We study the structure (R, +). We will not consider (R, + ) itself but prefer its "relational variant55 (R, Add) where Add denotes the set {(a, /?, y) e M3 | a + P#y}^ We do so in order to have simple basic formulas. One might also restrict attention to so-called unnested formulas in the first-order-language of (R, + ) see [3] .
For each n in N, and each formula < j> = 0(*o,xi,... ,x"_i) in the first-orderlanguage of (R, Add) we define an equivalence relation on the set R" by:
